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About me...

• Always been interested in tech stuff and helping people...

• Education:
  • Bachelor of Technology in Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)-Madras
  • Masters in Environmental & Resource Engineering, Syracuse
  • PhD in Water and Environmental Systems Engineering, Harvard University

• At the Bank:
  • 24+ years working on many, many projects & ASAs
  • Global Lead (Disruptive Tech)
  • Global Lead (Watersheds)
  • 200-260 days of mission travel every year (going through withdrawal!)
  • Lead the Disruptive KIDS Helpdesk
Interactive e-Packaging of Data, Analytics & Knowledge Products

Facilitate Learning and Knowledge Sharing

GeoLab, Bank Geospatial Portal, OLC, etc...

Facilitate Partnerships (internal & external)

Support Operational Teams (ASAs, Projects, RASs, CMUs)

Interactive Data Portals/Dashboards, Apps, Interactive E-books/StoryMaps/Knowledge repositories

Recording in a folder called CAPTURES – drag or copy onto a ppt slide and set it to run automatically...
Your Powerpoints will never be the same again!!!